DueDil Data Dictionary
Director Profile Page
Key Information
Active Directorships - The number of directorships the person currently holds.
Closed Directorships - The number of directorships the person has had in companies when

these companies dissolved or transferred out of the UK. The latter case means the person could be an
active director of the same company even though she is listed as having a closed directorship. This is the
exception though. At the time of writing this in early 2019, we have 27 companies that have the status of
having transferred out of the UK.

Retired Directorships - T he number of directorships the person has retired from.
Nationality - The nationality associated with the country the director is from.
Details - We provide some details about the director, age, nationality, service address, title of position
in the most recent company, as well as that company's age and location.

Related Directors - A list of related directors. These will be other directors from companies this
director is or has been a director of.

Possible Matches - A range of sources generate our director data, and sometimes this leads to

the same person having multiple profiles. We try to match directors profiles to provide additional insights.

Directorships
We display the duration of the longest directorship as well as the relevant company. Next to that we
show the SIC code of that company.
We show a list of directorships. We display the type of director role, status (corresponding to Summary in
the Key Information tab), duration, as well as the relevant company names, numbers, and statuses. In
cases where there's been a recent credit rating update we flag that and provide a link to the Credit Risk
tab of the company profile.
Some hold or have held many directorships. For convenience we have provided a drop down filtering
menu.
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Status - We chart the status of the directorships the person holds or has held.
Function -We chart the function of the role the person holds or has held.
Company Status - We chart the status of the companies the person is in or has been in.
Activity
Opportunities - A range of events types lets users configure what appears in this list.
Risks - A range of events types lets users configure what appears in this list.
Map
A map showing the service address.
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